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Introduction

In June 1994, at the invitation of Professor Kurt Bergling , a conference on
the psychology of religion was held in Lund, Sweden, at which the first
session was dedicated to the memory of Professor Hjalmar Sunden , who
had passed away on 30 December 1993. At that conference, three separate
papers were presented which related to Sunden's scholarly achievement:
Nils G. Holm's paper on religious symbolism and role-taking; J. A. Belzen 's
paper on role theory and narrative psychology ; and the paper by H. A.
Alma and M. H. F. van Uden on the relation between role theory and
symbolic interactionism.
After the conference, J. A. Belzen suggested that these papers should be

collected and published, in homage to Hjalmar Sunden's scholarly
contribution to the psychology of religion. We decided to jointly co-edit the
publication. Subsequently, it emerged that a number of other articles dealing
with Sunden's achievement had also been written at about the same time as
the conference. These have also been included in this commemorative
volume. The contributions by Professor Owe Wikström and Dr. Rene
Goth6ni are both of a more personal character. Wikström recalls his first
encounter as a young student with Sunden, and what this has subsequently
meant for his own scholarly career; Goth6ni offers a highly individual
description of the experience of visiting the monastic peninsula Athos in
Greece in the role of a pilgrim, and an analysis of this in terms of role
theory . Goth6ni's approach to explicating his own experience displays
similarities with Sunden's own descriptions of his reactions to the horrors
of the Second World War, which he wrote for his collection Sjuttiotredje
psalmen och andra essäer ('Psalm LXXIII and other Essays', Stockholm
1956). It was in this book, incidentally , that Sunden first seriously set out
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his role theory . Finally, among the more theoretically oriented contributions
we have also included an essay by Hans Stifoss-Hanssen, in which he
draws a comparison between role theory, attribution theory, and certain
forms of psychodynamic theory formation.
Sunden's contributions to the psychology of religion are today recognized

virtually throughout the world. but within the Nordie countries they have
taken on crucial significance. Although the psychology of religion had
earlier been encouraged by scholars such as Nathan Söderblom
(subsequently Archbishop of Uppsala), it was not until Sunden's
achievement that the discipline acquired such weight and solidity that in
1967 a personal Chair was created for him at the Faculty of Theology ,
Uppsala University . This Chair was subsequently reconstituted as a regular
professorial position. Since Sunden's tenure, it has been occupied first by
Thorvald Källstad, and is currently held by Owe Wikström. A Chair in the
psychology of religion has also been created at the University of Lund,
currently held by Kurt Bergling . No other Nordie country has created a
professorial post dedicated to the psychology of religion; but the importance
of the discipline has been recognized in many other ways, due not least to
Sunden's contributions, e.g. within scholarly subjects such as comparative
religion, practical theology, psychiatry, and general psychology .
Sunden's influence also reached the European continent and the impact

has left traces behind; several of his books were translated into German and
in The Netherlands he was 'discovered' by Han Fortman, professor for the
psychology of religion at Nijmegen University . Jan van der Lans, a student
of and nowadays successor to Fortmann, worked with Sunden' s role theory
in his dissertation and inspired several other researchers to apply this theory
in their work. When some years ago at the University of Amsterdam a chair
was established for the psychology of religion, the intemationally attentive
Board of the University oriented its interest not only to the impressive work
of Antoon Vergote in Leuven (Belgium), but also to Scandinavian
psychology of religion as it had developed itself in the wake of Sunden.
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Both editors of this volume have been int1uenced greatly by the work and
personality of prof. Sunden. This is especially so with Nils G. Holm, who
had the pleasure and the privilege to study under him, and even more so to
come to know him very personally. Over a period of about twenty years,
they spent many splendid hours together. This introduction to a
commemorating volume may be an appropriate place to express some
thoughts on our personal relationship to prof. Sunden.
It was the German translation of Sunden ' s opus magnum, Die Religion

und die Rollen, that initially attracted Jacob Belzen to the field of
psychology of religion. His first personal encounter with prof. Sunden was
in 1982. In subsequent years, Belzen visited him on several occasions at his
home in Stockholm and every encounter tumed into something special.
Conversation with prof. Sunden conveyed intellectual delight: he would
talk, or better: lecture, on each and every topic, he was charming, personal
and fostering. He never permitted one to leave him without having had a
great meal together, On one of these occasions, he would note in jest that
in the Grand Hotel they still don't know how to deal with Pinot in a real
french aperitif - though he had toId them already back in the thirties... ! In
1991, Belzen spent a week with Sunden, interviewing him extensively on
his scientific development and life history. It was very impressive to
witness how this bright man would be indulged in scholarly work until his
last days, how he was still reading original biblical languages and having
imaginary dialogues with great thinkers before him. He changed back and
forth in his use of languages: when dealing with Freud, he talked German;
telling about the time he spent in Paris and about his work on Bergson, he
changed to French; only to switch over inta English when he discussed
developments in the contemporary psychology of religion. On Belzen's last
visit to him in september 1993, Sunden handed over to him what was
probably his last manuscript: on Teresa of Avila. It is scheduled now for
publication in Studies of Spirituality. Teaching nowadays at Amsterdam
University, Belzen time and again finds Sunden' s work to be still one of the
main sources of inspiration to students.
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Nils G. Holm's interest in the psychology of religion was aroused during
his undergraduate studies at Åbo Akademi University during the 1960s,
when he read theology in the Faculty of Theology; music, and comparative
religion in the Humanities Faculty. After completion of his licentiate thesis,
on the sound structure of glossolalia, serious difficulties arose in the way
of his further study at Åbo Akademi University, and it seemed natural to
him to tum to Professor Hjalmar Sunden at Uppsala University, whom he
had met briefly already earlier. Studying with Sunden was an exhilarating
experience. As a professor he managed to create a dynamic and
theoretically conscious research community that hardly had an equal in the
Nordie countries. Pride of place in this research community in Uppsala
belonged, of course , to Professor Sunden. In countless postgraduate
seminars, religion was discussed and probed from a psychological
perspective. The atmosphere was extremely open-minded, marked by the
application of theories drawn from a very wide range of sources. Often the
meetings evolved into veritable festivals of leaming, as Professor Sunden
would throw himself into powerful and inspiring expositions of points from
his own research history: question such as Henri Bergson and his relation
to Sigmund Freud, literature and philosophy in 19th-century France, the
interpretation of passages from the Old Testament and of Jesus' parables,
not forgetting, of course, the major figures both from depth psychology and
also from mysticism and literature . This was a tremendously rewarding and
enjoyable working environment. Nils G. Holm has been a member of this
research community since 1973, when he registered as a postgraduate
student at Uppsala for the doctor ' s degree.
Not only was Professor Sunden an excellent academic mentor; he also

displayed considerable personal goodwill. In the spring of 1976, during the
final year before the doctoraI disputation, Holm visited him several times
at his home in Bromma, where they together would probe the psychological
depths of glossolalia, while Mrs . Sunden created culinary surprises of
impressive proportions. Later, Holm often had the opportunity to visit
Professor Sunden at his home on Ersta , and to realize that his own culinary
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skills were in no way inferior to those of his wife; he would clear a space
at on side of the desk for food and drink, and the two of them would
reminisee over old times and enjoy the fruits of the table . Indeed, the last
time Nils G. Holm saw him was at his home on Ersta, on 9 November
1993, where - after he had first delivered a two hours' leeture on everything
essential in psychology of religion - Wikström and Holm took him out to
a proper meal at a restaurant, in honour of his impending 85th birthday on
28 November. A few weeks later, he sent a thankyou card. It was to be his
last message. The picture on the card was his own photograph, which has
been reprinted in his volume.

Psychology of religion owes much to prof Sunden. And, as may be c1ear,
so do many psychologists of religion also personally. Same of these are
present in this volume. We like to thank them for their contributions. We
have been happy to work on this project to honour the memory of that
dynamic professor of the psychology of religion, Hjalmar Sunden. Through
his books he will continue to instruct us.

Åbo/Amsterdam 9 November 1994

Nils G. Holm 1. A. Belren




